Vacation Fun

Valerie made a bar graph to show how many pictures she took on her vacation. Use the graph to answer the questions.

1. How many pictures did Valerie take the first day?

2. On which day did Valerie take the most pictures?

3. How many more pictures did Valerie take on Saturday than on Monday?

4. Which two days did Valerie take the same number of pictures?

5. How many pictures did she take in all on Saturday and Sunday?

6. Connect It Draw the graph as a horizontal bar graph. Use grid paper.
Vacation Fun

Valerie made a bar graph to show how many pictures she took on her vacation. Use the graph to answer the questions.

1. How many pictures did Valerie take the first day?
   4 pictures

2. On which day did Valerie take the most pictures?
   Tuesday

3. How many more pictures did Valerie take on Saturday than on Monday?
   4 pictures

4. Which two days did Valerie take the same number of pictures?
   Friday and Monday

5. How many pictures did she take in all on Saturday and Sunday?
   14 pictures

6. **Connect It**  Draw the graph as a horizontal bar graph. Use grid paper.
   Check children’s graphs.